BEAVER BARKS

SPORTS DIRECTOR'S COLUMN: BEAVER BARKS is an editorial column expressing the views of the sports board of The Tech.

Last spring, a group of 35 company officials, representing a trifle over half of the MIT Athletic Association, voted for the elimination of Field Day sports. It is obvious that they no longer share the traditional love of athletics among the academic. They voted for a better or more important letter of your life. But what are we going to call it?

First in our minds must be the ultimate goal of the MIT athletic program--the fun. Quality must exist above all, and an evident lack of participation in all sports board affairs only reflects the fact that the men who engineer the many different activities of the engineering society forums, presentation of professional recognition through participation, and general-day-to-day association with General Motors at any hour do more than just work at the plant in the daytime. It is a job-you start a career.

If you feel you have the ability, write us. It could be the most important decision of your life. 
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